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abstRact: Open source projects do have requirements; they are, however, mostly informal text descriptions found in requests, forums, and other correspondence. understanding such requirements provides insight into the nature of open source projects. unfortunately, manual analysis of natural language requirements is time-consuming, and for large projects, error prone. automated analysis of natural language requirements, even partial, will be of great benefit. Toward that end, we describe the design and validation of an automated natural language requirements classifier for open source projects. We compare two strategies for recognizing requirements in open forums of software features. Our results suggest that classifying text at the forum postaggregation and sentence aggregation levels may be effective. Our results suggest that it can reduce the effort required to analyze requirements of open source projects.
Requirements management metrics count collections of requirements, including
requirements snapshots (the collective versions), their temporal relationships, and trace links (e.g., a snapshot's association to a code release). 3. Requirements management models specify the associations among artifacts as well as the process model for their creation and management [46] . advanced developers apply all three levels to development [46] . Our goal is to build successively more capable tools for discovering these concepts from the natural forms found in OSSD. In so doing, we aim to understand the evolving requirements management models (RMMs) of OSSD. If we had OSSD RMMs now, we could answer questions such as the following:
• What kinds and numbers of requirements are associated with successful projects? quality projects? secure projects? and so forth.
• What are common ratios concerning requirements, resources, and release rates? • How do the kinds of requirements vary with the size or type of software?
• For a given size or type of software, which RMMs are most successful?
Precise, empirically derived OSSD RMMs describe current practices and suggest best practices for software requirements management.
The research presented here provides an initial step toward automated requirements discovery. Given an OSSD project, our tool applies a natural language parsing approach to Our software tool is the Requirements Classifier for Natural language (RcNl). The following research question defines the objectives of this study: How can the automated requirements discovery and classification be achieved for the natural requirements documents of OSSD projects?
Research questions application of requirements traceability practices improves the likelihood of software project success, specifically through improved quality, functionality, and timely releases. Traceability links record the history of artifact development, from high-level requirements descriptions to the lower-level programming codes. From the artifact traces, one can infer the development tasks used to construct the artifacts. a trace link from source code to binary code implies the task of applying a compiler. a trace link from a feature requirement to a use-case implies the task of use-case specification. Development traces imply the development process model. Sometimes developers apply a process model that varies from their stated process model. analyzing development traces reveals the actual process model used. a software tool to aid the discovery, modeling, and analysis of development traces will help in analyzing software development [30] . If such a tool were to exist, then it could be applied to existing software projects to aid empirical studies. For example, according to information systems development (ISD) theory, development process models vary in their success-some process models work well and others less so, depending on a variety of factors, such as project type and personnel. a tool for discovery, modeling, and analysis of artifact traces will help to develop ISD process theory. Discovered models can be analyzed according to a variety of success factors, such as quality, functionality, and release periodicity. This paper is most concerned with the requirements discovery and classification task within traceability theory. Requirements discovery is a prerequisite to developing requirements traceability tools. To date, there is no software tool that can identify and classify requirements from open source requirements documents. Open issues include (1) How is a single requirement recognized and delimited? (2) Given the text of a requirement, how is it classified? and (3) How is a recognized requirement related to another recognized requirement? Solving these problems will provide for a software tool that can automatically review natural text documents and create identified requirements, their classification, and associated traceability links. Such a software tool is a prerequisite to a comprehensive tool for discovery, modeling, and analysis of development traces, which in turn will support empirical analysis of ISD process theory.
With this introduction, we now present a design science hypothesis for natural language requirements discovery:
Hypothesis 1: The automated discovery and classification of requirements contained within natural requirements documents of OSSD projects can be achieved through the design of a requirements analysis process and the development of a software artifact to implement it.
Related research suggests that grammar-based analysis may provide an efficient requirements recognizer. Ideally, the recognizer should work for any natural language document. However, natural language processing (NlP) analyses perform better when they are customized to a document corpus. Thus, our refined design science hypothesis addresses the issues of a language with the specialized sublanguage as expressed by a subculture (such as OSSD):
Hypothesis 1a: A multilayered grammar, varying in domain specificity, can be constructed for the automated requirements discovery and classification of requirements contained within natural requirements documents of OSSD projects.
We apply a design science approach to address these questions. because it is a design science project, we are also concerned with how well our design works. Therefore, we compare the automated results with the results of an idealized perfect recognizer.
Research Method
We follow the design science approach [26] in developing our RcNl classifier. Design science provides guidelines for research on designed artifacts [26] . We apply the Hevner et al. [26] descriptive approach to design science-developing and then evaluating the design of RcNl using case studies, performance analysis, and argumentation. In addition, we compare the results of automated classification with that of an expert.
Much of information systems (IS) research follows the behavioral science paradigm, in which researchers aim to understand phenomena related to the development and use of IS. In recent years, the design science paradigm has grown, with researchers developing IS artifacts and improving their performance. March and Smith [39] specify four activities (theorize, justify, build, and evaluate) for conducting IS research, with behavioral science addressing the first two activities and design science addressing the last two. The activities occasionally apply the same methods, such as a controlled experiment for behavioral theory justification and for design science artifact evaluation. The two paradigms are mutually supportive in that the results in one approach can provide for new research designs in the other [5] .
Multiparadigm research represented only about 20 percent of IS research studies in the 1990s [41] . However, it has been argued that a multiparadigm research provides for broader and more conclusive explanations [5] . This project is design science research in that we build and evaluate a designed artifact. The design stems from the general theories of IS development and traceability management, as well as the technical theories of concept tagging, grammar-based parsing, and classification. This single study is a design science part of a larger multiparadigm research project. Subsequently, the RcNl technology will be used to obtain data for empirical analysis of OSSD. The larger project goals are to extend IS development process theory to explain the unique characteristics of OSSD.
Recognizing Requirements OSSD requirements take many forms, most of which are represented as natural language text [53] . For each form, there are many requirements. For example, the KeePass project has 1,522 feature requests, 923 bug reports, and thousands of other various forum posts. Cleland-Huang et al. [7] found that forums are filled with thousands of requirements, as well as thousands of lines that are not requirements-for example, social communications, code segments, slang, and typos [53] . Thus, requirements discovery is first about delimiting each requirement within its source. Once requirements are identified, then subsequent processing can begin.
Consider three strategies for recognizing a requirement:
1. Grammar-based strategy: Text is parsed according to a grammar. The grammar defines what text is a requirement. For example, our Subject-action-Object (SaO) grammar tags each SaO-triple as a requirement. This strategy implements the patterns commonly characterizing formal requirements specifications, in which each requirement is expected to clearly state a subject, an action, and an object. The subject is the actor in the requirements statement. The action determines the feature being described in the requirement. The object is the entity being impacted by the action performed by the actor. For example, let us consider the following requirement statement: "the submit form button should send the form data to the processing component." In this example, the subject is "the submit form button," the action that should take place is "should send," and the object affected by the action is the "form data." The words following this SaO pattern provide additional explanatory context for the action of the requirement. 2. Delimiter-based strategy: Text is split into segments according to delimiters, which may be key words or phrases. The text between the delimiters is tagged as a requirement. In OSSD feature request forums, posts are very informal. Each post commonly addresses one or a small number of ideas or suggestions. The posts often include a variety of sentences and phrases providing context to the idea(s) presented. Sometimes, the feature being suggested is not clearly specified but, rather, is implied or described without ever being expressed in a concise statement. Given these facts, our delimiter strategy considers each forum posting as a discussion around a limited number of features of interest separated by certain delimiters. Therefore, each feature request post is a requirement if no delimiters are identified within the post. In order to distinguish among topics discussed in a posting, we use a library of requirements separators (key words or short expressions unrecognizable text affects how each strategy performs. If the grammar completely characterizes the text, then grammar and delimiter strategies will tag the same text segments as requirements. More commonly, the grammar only partially characterizes the text. Thus, the unrecognized text, preceding or following an SaO-triple, for example, will not be tagged as being within a requirement. using the delimiter-based strategy can provide a more natural tagging, as recognized by analysts. Finally, the hybrid strategy provides the best of both-an entire text segment tagged as a requirement, and its parts characterized according to a grammar. Herein, we report on a comparison between a grammar-based and a delimiter-based strategy for recognizing and classifying requirements from the SourceForge feature tracker. Figure 2 shows the result of applying a grammar-based parsing strategy using the RcNl. The highlighted text has been parsed as grammar fragments, recognized as requirements, and classified according to a requirements ontology [58] . Notice that some text is not considered to be part of any requirement, and thus the text is not highlighted. The seemingly irrelevant text includes the feature identifier (number), the uNIX date the feature was posted (number), as well as phrases such as "Thanks in advance for the Developers consideration" (note the presence of typos and poor grammar-one of the prominent challenges in analyzing natural language data from open source requirements).
Classifying Requirements
Requirements engineering theory specifies measures that can guide the analysis of development. For example, one would expect that the specification of a secure operating system would have many kinds of security requirements. Their absence would be a cause for concern. Thus, requirements classification helps requirements management by determining the presence and proportion of various requirement types. Requirements classifications provide taxonomies of common kinds of requirements. Reliability, efficiency, integrity, and usability are common requirements classes. quality models, such as those of boehm et al. [3] , IEEE [29] , McCall et al. [40] , and ISO, specify the characteristics of requirements belonging to a class. These characteristics can be used to classify requirements.
McCall et al.'s [40] software quality model is widely accepted in both researcher and practitioner communities. Their model, like others, specifies words and phrases that are indicative of requirements belonging to a classification. For example, a requirement that includes the word faster or slow is indicative of a performance requirement. using such key words, the technique of key word classification uses libraries of key words, phrases, and grammar fragments to match against delimited text requirements.
a classification problem arises from the length of delimited requirements:
1. The shorter the word length, the less likely a requirement will be classified, because classification is based on the contained words. This leads to many recognized but unclassified requirements. 2. The longer the word length, the more likely a requirement will be classified; however, it is also more likely that two conceptually unrelated ideas will be commingled and considered as one requirement. This leads to fewer total recognized requirements, each of which is likely to be classified at least once.
The issues of requirements recognition (or delimiting) and classification are interrelated. This raises the issue of what exactly is a natural language requirement? Open source requirements include an unusual amount of extraneous language and symbols and improper syntax. We address the questions of recognition and classification in open source requirements.
We have designed, developed, and applied the RcNl for text-based requirements analysis. a key element of RcNl is its multilevel ontology, in which the lower, specific levels apply generic English grammar-based concepts while the upper, abstract levels apply OSS requirements-based concepts. The experimental application of the RcNl is limited to the text found in work items of SourceForge's Feature Tracker, which includes a large number of forum posts [35] .
This research study provides three contributions:
1. a grammar-based design of software automation for the discovery and classification of natural language requirements, 2. two alternative parsing schemes implemented within the design, and 3. requirements discovery, classification, and analysis of 30 OSS projects.
Together, these contributions provide a path for subsequent empirical studies of OSS requirements and enable subsequent software tools for facilitating automation of requirements traceability analysis in support of IS development process studies.
usage Scenarios
We present two RcNl usage scenarios to provide context. First, consider usage by an academic, Jane, studying OSSD. Jane can apply RcNl to OSS projects to obtain metrics on the quantity and classification of requirements. Identifying text segments as requirements and their classifications are open to interpretation, even among experts. Thus, Jane may choose to review the requirements and the classifications produced by RcNl. She may even alter RcNl rules to suit her interpretation. Once satisfied with the results, Jane can compare project requirement metrics and correlate those metrics with success or other factors of interest. Second, consider John, an analyst for an OSS company. He can apply RcNl to the thousands of forum postings he receives monthly. by continually monitoring the quantity and classification of requirements posted, John can maintain an overview of the kinds of concerns his users are expressing. In both scenarios, manual analysis of a million words is not practical. It is too time-consuming, and classification requires expertise, which is too costly. Software such as RcNl enables an analyst to get a quick overview of OSS requirements.
Herein we describe the design (in the third section) and engineering (in the fourth section) of RcNl and experiments measuring its capabilities (in the fifth section). These results suggest that the parsing strategies and toolkit may be useful in classifying requirements in OSSD projects.
Related Research
Requirements in OSSD scacchi's [52] study oN ossd REquiREmENts shows that informal communication, rather than classical formal modeling, is common. Requirements emerge through a dynamic social process. The informalism concept is strengthened by acknowledgment of the importance of discussion forums as a means of reaching common understanding and acceptance of requirements [35] .
In a study of nonfunctional requirements (NFRs), Cleland-Huang et al. [8] use a semiautomated technique for identification and classification of requirements from both structured and unstructured documents. The NFR classification process proposed has three stages: mining phase, classification phase, and application phase. In the mining phase, the authors perform term extraction based on a training set for identification of key words. The classification phase enhances this process by performing a sentence extraction and NFR classification from the available documents based on three resources: the terms extracted during the first phase, a document of unclassified software requirements specifications, and unstructured documents listing potential NFRs. The application phase makes use of the classified requirements in subsequent software engineering activities. This semiautomated method requires a researcher's intervention and control throughout the entire process.
a number of researchers highlight the benefits and appropriateness of using NlP in requirements engineering. Ryan [50] highlighted, in the early 1990s, the increased need of NlP as a reaction to the increased complexity of software systems. Other studies suggest more specific uses of NlP. Sampaio presents an NlP technique based on Wmatrix for analyzing requirements documents with the intent of identifying aspects specific to aspect-Oriented Software Development (aOSD). The approach can explore both structured and unstructured documents. The identification process is supervised and controlled by a researcher and generates a structured document. The identification process is based on frequency analysis and key term extraction [51] . ambriola and Gervasi [1] confirm the efficiency of using of NlP in requirements analysis. Their requirements modeling and analysis framework (CIRCE) is designed for the analysis of structured documents in which requirements are expressed through natural language text. CIRCE parses input data and applies a number of modelers in order to present the analyst with rendered (uMl [unified Modeling language]-based) views of the model being analyzed [1] .
Fantechi and Spinicci [15] propose a semiautomated process for improving requirements quality through reduction of inconsistencies. Their process also uses NlP; Phrasys is used for phrase and sentence extraction. The proposed technique processes structured requirements documents into SaO-triples in order to analyze interactions between entities [15] . Kof [32] uses SaO patterns for analyzing structured requirements documents also. His goal is to identify associations between terms and construct domain taxonomies.
Classification of Requirements
Requirements have been traditionally classified as either functional (FR) or nonfunctional (NFR), even though some researchers consider this classification to be too broad [2] . When adopting this perspective, researchers refer to FRs as goals (or hard goals, or behavioral requirements), and to NFR as soft goals [45, 57] . FRs are concerned with specifying particular features of the system to be developed. Therefore, a complete set of FRs should comprehensively describe the functionality of the new system. NFRs are concerned with two areas: (1) properties that affect the system as a whole (e.g., usability, portability, maintainability, or flexibility), and (2) quality attributes (e.g., accuracy, response time, reliability, robustness, or security) [6, 44] . Some variations to it include listing of security concerns under FR, adding supportability under NFR, or specifying subcategories of these two [24] . additional requirements classifications start from an agent-based perspective informing the V-model of requirements and listing them as user-stakeholder, system, subsystem, or component requirements [4, 28, 59] . From a goal-orientation perspective, goals are identified and analyzed based on the agents that can achieve them. From an agent-oriented perspective, the agents are identified and analyzed based on the goals they need to achieve [57].
Requirements Patterns
Toro et al. [56] propose a series of requirements templates that can help capture requirements [9, 19, 49] . They introduce linguistic patterns (l-patterns, natural language commonly used for describing requirements) and requirements patterns (R-patterns, generic requirements templates) [55] . While attempting to bridge between natural language and formal requirements specification, this study reaches a middle ground between them. Respecification, rather than requirements discovery, is the focus of the technique.
Konrad and Cheng [33] propose a set of requirements patterns for embedded systems. Their work does not address requirements discovery but explores requirements patterns identification from existing project requirements. They validate the initial patterns by applying them to two case studies in order to inform future design decisions [33] . also for embedded systems, Denger et al. [12] address the problem of requirements imprecision. The study uses a pattern-based analysis of existing requirements in order to identify missing information and to fix inconsistencies. like the other studies, it explores a specific domain (embedded systems) and does not address the problem of requirements discovery. However, the patterns identified are derived from elements of natural language.
Requirements analysis Tools a number of other tools provide automatic or semiautomatic requirements analysis processes that start from a data set of already elicited but not completely or properly specified requirements. among them, we list the Requirements Elicitation, Capture and analysis Process (RECaP) [13] , the Conceptual Modeling Environment/Process Implementation Methodology (aCME/PRIME) [16] , the First Requirements Elucidator Demonstration (FRED) [31] , and the Requirements Elicitation assistance System (REaS) [14] .
Despite being a tool that provides minimal requirements elicitation support, the abstFinder is an interesting example of the way NlP techniques can be used in the analysis of requirements-rich and informal textual data [21] . another example of the way NlP techniques can be used in the process of requirements discovery is provided by the Requirements Elicitor proposed in 2006 by Mala and uma [37] . Their tool implements a set of 12 syntactic structures based on the subject-verb-object (SVO) pattern in order to transform normalized sentences into message records. These 12 syntactic structures represent the set of possible versions of the SVO pattern as encountered in natural language. Our RCNl tool implements a slightly wider set of SVO structures.
Classifier Design opEN souRcE documENts aRE a pRoblEm foR classificatioN. The data sources are real unstructured natural language text, which typically does not conform to standard English grammar. In fact, nearly all the texts are fragments containing many typos, misspellings, and idioms (e.g., text smileys).
Our classifier is a kind of weak ontology-based information extraction (ObIE) system. Such systems work well for parsing and tagging fragments of unstructured natural language text [60] . The ontology is comprised of grammar concepts, except for the last level, which contains the requirements classification concepts.
We validate the classifier using two methods. First, we apply the classifier to a variety of data sources and measure its classification quality. Second, we employ the information retrieval (IR) evaluation process, which consists of comparing the tool's results with those of a human expert and then interpreting a set of established evaluation metrics. We report on these validation efforts in the fifth section. Next, we present the classification ontology.
Requirements Parsing Ontology
The RcNl ontology for OSSD projects includes six levels, as summarized in Table 1 . The first two levels contain common natural language grammar concepts. The next three levels contain concepts of logical statements. The final level, 5, contains the classification concepts. although the levels are numbered from 0 through 5, each level may be only partially dependent on the lower levels. For example, level 3-G characterizes subjects, actions, and objects using information from levels 0 and 1, but it does not depend on level 2.
The first two levels are common to all natural language parsing systems. level 0 (l0) concepts include words, punctuation, as well as idioms common to OSSD projects, such as e-mail address, uRl, and file reference. level 1 (l1) concepts are the common English parts of speech (POS).
level 2 (l2) concepts are qualifiers, such as belief, preference, necessity, quantity, and so forth. These mostly depend on specific words identified in level 0, but may also depend on the POS of level 1 (e.g., determiners, deictics, quantifiers, numerals, modals, tenses, negators).
Consider the following text from our data set:
I think this is great if awstats html tag can calculate ROI.
The key word "think" indicates the presence of an expression of belief. any beliefs, preferences, or quantifiers that modify a requirement are tagged at l2. Such phrases usually introduce a requirement. The parsing strategies rely on level 3 (l3-G and l3-D). level 3 (l3) concepts are simply subject, action, and object. Subject is not simply a noun, but an actor (person, an object, or a concept). The actor may execute some action on an object. The action is expressed through a verb or set of verbs defining the desired course of events. The object of this action can be any entity in the environment impacted by the performing of the action.
The analysis of requirements through the lenses of a structured approach built on the SaO-triple is not new. Fantechi and Spinicci [15] use this approach for analyzing interactions among entities in a semiautomated process of reducing requirements inconsistencies in structured requirements documents. Our level 3 (l3-G) patterns discover all subjects, actions, and objects present in text that can potentially be part of a requirement. an SaO assertion is the concept of level 4 (l4-G). adjectives, adverbs, and other elements may be involved, but level 4 represents the central requirements statement. Often, a level 4 requirement is qualified by a level 2 expression.
In the l4-G patterns, the existence of a subject and object in text is optional. For example, the following text (from our data set) is tagged as two l4-G requirements (separated by the ", but"):
Keep the current view of top keywords, but add a new option to display the following information.
The l4-G patterns can reference the other levels. In fact, the qualifier tags of l2 often introduce the l4-G requirement. This example (from our data set) illustrates:
I want to see when I get more visitors, and be able to compare my traffic to other days.
The expression "I want" (l2) qualifies the requirement (l4-G) that it introduces.
level 4 represents each text requirement. This level is used to specify our two parsing strategies:
1. The SaO-based recognizer combines a subject, an action, and an object into an SaO-triple and enhances it with an optional qualifier or a sequence of objects ending the triple. We call SaO-recognized requirements microrequirements. 2. The delimiter-based recognizer relies on tokens and parts of speech to recognize macrorequirement delimiters. (a delimiter-based requirement can include multiple microrequirements.) If the preceding requirement ("I want to see . . .") was all the text in a posting, then it would be recognized as a requirement. However, if it were included with other statements with no intervening delimiters, then the set of statements would be recognized as the requirement. The delimiter-based recognizer mostly considers each posting to the SourceForge feature tracker as a requirement. There are a few exceptions, in which key words (e.g., first, second, third, . . . , conversely, in addition to) separate a post into more than one requirement. McCall's quality model specifies 23 quality criteria for software. These concepts are represented in l5. In particular, we specify rules for recognizing the 23 quality criteria using the annotations of level 4. We aimed to represent accurately the quality model as specified by McCall et al. [40] .
In addition to McCall's classification rules, we specified our own classification rules for McCall's 23 quality criteria. In particular, these extend McCall's classification rules to recognize concepts and terms unmentioned in the McCall specification. We call this the OSSD extension of McCall's model, or McCall+.
The McCall OSSD extensions are based on two sources. First, the NlP literature for requirements parsing suggests key words and parsing strategies-in particular, Cleland-Huang et al.'s [8] study on NFRs. Second, analysis of natural language associated with OSSD projects suggests further key words and parsing strategies. In particular, we iteratively extended the RcNl parser and tested it on sample data until we reached a consistent level of correct classification. In addition, we made use of the Sensagent online dictionary (www.sensagent.com) for gathering all synonyms that are properly describing the same meaning as the original key word. Here, we report on only the McCall+ classifications because of their significantly better classification efficiency over the McCall classifications.
Classifier Engineering thE RcNl classifiER is implEmENtEd iN GaTE (General architecture for Text Engineering) [11] . Next, we describe the engineering involved in realizing the RcNl framework in GaTE. In particular, we describe rules for tagging text according to the ontology, additional text processing, and the overall text processing activity.
Our parser implements the RcNl ontology to recognize and classify natural language requirements. For each level, rules developed with the Java annotation Pattern Engine (JaPE) specify how GaTE tags text with concepts of that level. The rules are processed in a pipeline, from level 0 to level 5. The final output tags qualified (l2) requirements (l4) according to their classification (l5). any text may have multiple tags from multiple levels.
GaTE supports levels 0 and 1 directly, identifying tokens and some parts of speech. The RcNl classifier rules augment and extend the native GaTE tags to aid processing for OSSD projects.
Parsing Pipeline
The process begins with a natural language resource, which is processed through a series of special-purpose programs, or plug-ins. Preprocessing includes five stages:
1. language resources are converted into GaTE format. 2. an English Tokenizer plug-in identifies tokens within the text provided. These tokens are basic elements of text, such as words, punctuation, or spaces. 3. a Sentence Splitter plug-in identifies and annotates pieces of text corresponding to sentence and paragraph structures. 4. a POS Tagger plug-in identifies POS in the text. POS are elements such as adjectives, adverbs, nouns, verbs, conjunctions, and so forth. 5. a Morphological analyzer plug-in identifies each token's lemma and affix.
We use this plug-in in our analysis because it provides stemming capabilities to our NlP analysis.
Named entity transducers follow preprocessing. This process runs the RcNl JaPE rules on the preprocessed data. Discovery and classification in the SaO-based analysis consists of 199 JaPE rules, while the delimiter-based analysis consists of 76 JaPE rules.
We developed separate sets of JaPE rules for discovery, classification, and evaluation. In the SaO-based analysis, discovery rules include levels 0 through 4 from the RCNl requirements parsing ontology (Table 1 ). In the delimiter-based analysis, discovery rules include levels 2 through 4. Classification rules are the same in both approaches. Finally, a third set of rules postprocesses the analysis results preparing measures of interest for the evaluation process.
Rule-based Tagging
GaTE provides JaPE, a rule-based text-engineering engine that supports text parsing. GaTE also provides an annotation indexing and search engine with an advanced graphical user interface called aNNIC (annotations in Context). Our analyses use aNNIC for development of rules and inspection of results, and JaPE for rule design and implementation.
JaPE rules specify a left-hand side (lHS) describing the pattern to be matched and a right-hand side (RHS) defining the annotation and the features to be created for all the discovered instances of the pattern.
The current implementation of the RcNl classifier consists of a total of 252 distinct JaPE rules. To illustrate how the RcNl ontology is recognized through JaPE rules, we present simple rules from levels 3 and 5.
a level 3 Rule
To illustrate our rule usage, here is a rule from l3-G: The lHS part of the rule describes a pattern searching for nouns (as defined in l1), or pronouns (as defined in predefined rules in GaTE), or filenames, uRls, e-mail, (etc., as defined in l0), or a determiner followed by a noun (up to five instances of this entire pattern). When one of these is found, the text matching the pattern is annotated as an l3 subject.
a level 5 Rule
Here is a (slightly simplified) l5-G classification rule: Sometimes the introduction phrase and each list item are complete requirements. Often, however, the introductory phrase can be classified as a requirement, while the list items are examples or phrases that extend the meaning of the introductory phrase. To address such issues, the l5-G tag associated with the introductory phrase is propagated to the list items. as such, a list item can have two tags: a tag from parsing the list item and a tag propagated from the introductory phrase. list classification processing occurs at level 5-G. a second auxiliary text processing applies to check requirement containership. It is possible, but rare, that a (l5-G) requirement is fully contained inside another requirement. When found, a final finishing rule reannotates requirements to indicate that only the larger requirement should be considered for classification. This avoids double annotating and double classifying same piece of text.
The last auxiliary text processing generates metrics for evaluating the rules. These include tokens covered, sentences covered, requirements tagged, classifications created, and requirements classified. all rules are controlled by a configuration. Our experiments, described next, enable or disable various rules to determine their contribution to the classifier's performance.
Classifier Experiments
haViNg cREatEd a REquiREmENts classifiER for the unstructured and typo-rich natural language text, we applied two validation methods to assess it. In addition, we implemented two strategies for OSSD requirements classification and assessed their characteristics.
• Which strategy classifies the most text?
• Which strategy is most consistent with the way a human analyst would mark requirements within the text? • Is there any value in running both strategies, that is, the hybrid approach?
To answer these questions, we applied two validation methods. First, we generated metrics from the classification of sampled OSSD project data. Second, we compared the automated classification to that of an expert. These two experiments are presented next.
SourceForge Data Set liKE maNy REsEaRchERs iN OSSD, we selected SourceForge projects for our data set [35] . SourceForge provides access to over 260,000 OSSD projects and over 2.7 million registered users' activities, as of November 2011. We took advantage of the enhanced online access offered to the SourceForge data set by the SourceForge Research Data archive (SRDa) [20, 36] . In particular, we processed the May 2011 data from SourceForge.
We narrowed our data set to substantial projects that actively used requirements. We define this as (1) having more than four developers, (2) more than 5,000 downloads, and (3) more than 600 feature requests. after review of the project data, biet-O-Matic was removed because it is entirely German natural language text, and our classifier's rules are designed for processing exclusively English natural language data. The result is a data set comprising 30 projects with averages of 4,962 sentences consisting of 110,517 tokens, 1,035 feature requests, 763,984 downloads, and 18 contributors. 1 While the project with the longest history and the most active community is SourceForge.net (over 5,200 feature requests posts), the total number of downloads indicates phpMyadmin as the most popular (almost 6 million downloads). In terms of project contributors, Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware is the project with the largest set of contributing members (over 130). The Matplotlib project had many spam posts, perhaps the result of a virus on a contributor's computer. In order to avoid a significant skewing effect on the results of the analysis, we manually removed all spam postings and analyzed the remaining data of the project.
Experiment Configurations
Our analysis uses experimental configurations to process and evaluate each project from the data set: Our performance analysis of the RcNl classifier considers the time to recognize and classify requirements using the two strategies:
• SAO-based averages 463.5 tokens/second, which amounts to about 3.97 minutes for an average-size project in our data set. These rules are many, but very simple. Consequently, they process quickly due to limited memory and computational demands.
• Delimiter-based averages 211.0 tokens/second, which amounts to about 8.73 minutes for an average-size project in our data set. These rules are few and complex. Consequently, the processing time is longer due to the greater memory and computational demands.
Note that neither grammar is a simple context-free grammar as found in most programming languages. The parser applies knowledge of English-language terms and grammar. (See the fourth section.) Naturally, classification takes the most time. The results were obtained on a 3.2 GHz computer running Windows 7. Database retrieval of the features, storage of the results, and evaluation processing are not considered in these numbers. The performance analysis shows that both strategies offer reasonable computational times to project leaders interested in applying our automated requirements discovery and classification tool.
Data analysis
The results show that the SaO-based strategy discovers an average of 7,304 microrequirements compared to the 1,607 macrorequirements discovered using the delimiter-based strategy. The SaO-based strategy identifies more requirements per project because it discovers all SaO-triples within text. In contrast, the delimiterbased strategy identifies, on average, a little more than one requirement delimiter for every other feature tracker post. On average, the delimiter-based strategy identifies 1.62 requirements per feature tracker post. The delimiter-based strategy includes all the text of each post; thus, text coverage is 100 percent. In contrast, the SaO-based strategy excludes text that does not conform to the SaO parser; thus, its sentence coverage averages 84.3 percent. Consider the Compiere ERP (enterprise research planning) project as an example. The analyzed text has 64,421 tokens. The tokens comprise 2,937 sentences, 86.1 percent of which are recognized by RcNl as including one or more requirements statements (microrequirements), according to the SaO parser. The remaining text is unrecognized by the SaO parser, often because it is code segments, social tags, and so forth. In contrast, the delimiter parser considers all the text within a post to belong to one or more requirements.
Once a segment of text is recognized as a requirement, it is passed to the classifier, which attempts to classify it according to a specified ontology. The same classifier applies to both SaO-based (micro) requirements and delimiter-based (macro) requirements. The difference is that the SaO-based requirements are shorter segments with length varying between SaO-length and sentence-length, while the delimiter-based requirements are mostly post-length requirements, usually including few sentences. McCall+ provides classifications per requirement at an average rate of 2.4 and 4.2 for SaO-based and delimited-based requirements, respectively. This is expected because the longer-length delimiter-based requirements have more words, and thus a higher likelihood of matching more than one classification. Conversely, the SaO-based requirements have fewer words and thus, on average, they match fewer classifications.
Our analysis also includes a number of additional metrics associated with the delimiter-based requirements (macrorequirements) and with the SaO-based requirements (microrequirements). We can draw some interesting inferences from the metrics: 
Expert analysis
To evaluate the two parsing strategies, we employ established techniques for performance evaluation of NlP tools in the fields of information extraction (IE) and information retrieval (IR) [18, 38, 48] . The evaluation measures we use are precision, recall, and F-measure. Precision is expressed as a percentage value and represents the ratio of the correctly identified elements to the total number of identified elements; precision measures how many of the items identified by the automated classifier are correct items. a tool capable of identifying mostly correct items has high precision.
Recall is expressed as a percentage value and represents the ratio of correctly identified elements to the total number of correct elements; recall measures how many of the items in the data set are identified by the automated classifier. a tool capable of identifying most of the correct items in the available data set has high recall. Given the definitions for precision and recall, it is clear that achieving either 100 percent precision or 100 percent recall is easy. a tool that identifies no items will have perfect precision. Similarly, a tool can have 100 percent recall when it identifies everything from a data set. The common way to evaluate a tool's efficiency is by using precision, recall, and a weighted measure of them. F-measure (sometimes called F-score) provides this weighted average [48] :
where β indicates the weighting of precision and recall, P represents precision, and R represents recall. In our evaluation, precision and recall receive equal weighting; thus β = 1. Precision, recall, and F-measure can only be calculated if a key is available for providing an example of the ideal discovery and classification result. This key is called a gold (or golden) standard in the IR literature and represents the benchmark against which a tool's output is compared. a gold standard is normally created by experts in the field and is the result of successive passes through a sample data in order to improve its quality. Ideally, a gold standard provides a perfect, error-free sample result. The gold standard we use for evaluation was created by a requirements expert, one of the authors, and provides the output of an ideal, error-free requirements discovery and classification process. Producing a gold standard requires an expert and time, and thus is very costly in practice. It is impractical to have an expert identify and classify thousands of requirements. However, a gold standard for sampled data allows for the accurate evaluation of an automated tool.
We calculate precision, recall, and F-measure as a result of comparing a gold standard to the output of the RcNl tool. For the SaO-based strategy, we randomly select 25 data segments from the 515 data segments in the data set. Then, we randomly extract a short text sample (between 1 and 4 postings long) from each selected data segment. These 25 randomly selected sample texts are manually tagged with annotations corresponding to microrequirements and the 23 classification types from McCall+. The expert tagged and classified at an average rate of 515.22 tokens per hour. at this rate, the RCNl is about 3,239 times faster than the human expert. The expert tagging process for the SaO-based strategy is designed to annotate sentence-level requirements defined as an SaO pattern and the associated extending patterns. The delimiter-based gold standard is developed in a similar manner and is created at an average of 1,695.93 tokens per hour. at this rate, the RCNl is about 448 times faster than the human expert. These processing results are explained by two factors. First, as indicated in the Experiment Configurations section, the RCNl processing time for an SaO-based analysis is shorter than the one for a delimiter-based analysis due to the complexity and memory requirements of the processing rules. Second, the human effort required for the identification of requirements at the forum post level is naturally less than the one required for the identification of requirements at the sentence level, due to the level of detail associated with these two tasks. Consequently, the automated requirements discovery and classification with our RCNl is significantly faster than a human expert is, especially in the case of an SaO approach.
The results of the gold standard analysis are summarized in Table 2 . The last three columns show recall, precision, and F-measure. The middle four columns show how the match occurs between the standard and the automation. The Process column indicates which process's resulting annotations are being considered in the computing of the evaluation measures: (1) requirements discovery (identification of microrequirements or macrorequirements in the data set), (2) requirements classification (the classification of the identified requirements), or (3) requirements discovery and classification (the identification and classification of microrequirements or of macrorequirements). The annotations column clarifies this context by indicating specifically which annotations are used to compute the evaluation measures. The results we obtain depict an efficient discovery process (F-measure of 83 percent for grammar-based requirements discovery). They also indicate a less efficient classification process (F-measure of 29 percent for classification). a number of factors explain these evaluation results.
First, the evaluation scores for the classification process are calculated according to McCall's model. McCall's quality model was developed in 1977 when information systems were different from today's information systems. This model might not reflect current open source users' perceptions of quality accurately. Second, when there is a mismatch between a gold standard microrequirement and the output of the automated tool, cascading mismatches occur-a missed gold standard requirement also misses the associated gold standard classifications (averaging 2.4). Third, the semantic content is significantly determined by the overall context provided in the entire posting. The SaO strategy performs the analysis at a sentence level. Thus, much of this context is not available, and therefore some classifications are absent.
When combining discovery and classification into one comprehensive evaluation effort, we have 24 annotations grouped together as one composite annotation. (See Discovery and Classification in Table 2 .) The instances within text of these 24 annotations represent the sum of the instances corresponding to microrequirement and to the 23 classification criteria. For example, there are 104 matches for discovery and classification (second row), which corresponds to the sum of 69 matches from discovery (first row) and the 35 matches from classification (third row). because discovery and classification (second row) lists the combined values of discovery (first row) and classification (third row), it is also expected that the effectiveness (expressed through recall, precision, and F-measure) of it would be between those of the two processes it consists of (discovery and classification). More precisely, it is closer to the effectiveness of classification because in the combined evaluation the classification process contributes 23 annotations, whereas the discovery process contributes only one annotation. Overall, the results are encouraging. although there are no other tools to provide the same type of analyses, we note the similarity between our results and those from a 2006 study by Cleland-Huang et al. [8] . In their study, Cleland-Huang et al. explore approaches to NFRs' discovery and classification. They start with exploring whether a predefined fixed set of key words can be efficient in classifying NFRs. Their findings include recall between 61 percent and 80 percent and precision between 40 percent and 57 percent but also highlight a difficulty of this approach-the problem of finding accepted sources of key words for specific types of NFRs. Consequently, they develop an NFR-Classifier that includes a mining phase for key word extraction from a training set. The extracted indicator terms are ranked and determine the two alternate extraction methods considered: (1) top K terms selected and (2) all terms selected for each NFR type. When the top 15 terms are used, the classification of different NFR types exhibits different efficiency levels. Recall ranges between 51 percent and 98 percent (with an overall recall of 77 percent), while precision ranges between 19 percent and 37 percent (with an overall precision of 25 percent). Our approach to classification is also key word based, but we use a different, pattern-based approach to requirements discovery. While we acknowledge the distinct characteristics of the two studies, we also note the similarity of the evaluation values. Our recall ranges between 31 percent and 96 percent, and our precision ranges between 27 percent and 82 percent. We conclude that the two studies implement distinct approaches and complement each other while proposing similarly efficient tools.
Discussion
this study coNtRibutEs to REsEaRch aNd pRacticE of OSSD. a systematic method for discovery and classification of requirements in OSSD projects is currently not available. When available, such a method would enable important improvements, such as (1) better understanding of requirements, their kinds, and life cycles, and (2) better understanding of project scope, goals, and overall project direction. Such understanding in turn leads to better understanding and improvement of both OSSD projects and more traditional software development.
This research study provides three specific contributions:
1. a grammar-based design of software automation for the discovery and classification of natural language requirements 2. Two alternative parsing schemes implemented within the design 3. Requirements discovery, classification, and analysis of 30 OSS projects Together, 1 and 2 above affirm H1a: a multilayered grammar, varying in domain specificity, can be constructed for the automated requirements discovery and classification of requirements contained within natural requirements documents of OSSD projects. In total, these contributions provide a path for subsequent empirical studies of OSS requirements and enable subsequent software tools for facilitating automation of requirements traceability analysis in support of IS development process studies. The RcNl classifier provides an alternative to existing methods that require substantial input from the researcher (second section). The RcNl classifier runs autonomously. However, users may choose to customize rules from the topmost layers of the six-layer ontology to work most effectively with new data sets. although we did develop and test it on a large SourceForge data set, it may be that other OSSD data or traditional software artifacts require changes to the lower levels of the parser (levels l0 through l2 in Table 1 ). To adapt the RcNl classifier to another quality model (other than McCall), the level 5 rules must be modified.
The RcNl classifier can be applied to traditional requirements documents. Most such documents have clearly delineated requirements, with few classifications. The RcNl classifier can be used to extend existing requirements classifications or provide new classifications where they do not exist.
Our future work has two main directions. First, we will continually refine the parsing rules to improve the quality of the recognition and classification. This will be achieved largely through detailed analysis of partially correct and missing tags on our data sets. another improvement direction we consider is represented by capturing part of the context surrounding a grammar-based requirement. This will be achieved through the implementation of reference resolution techniques [34, 37, 42] . Second, we will extend the data to include structured text. Feature requests, bug reports, and other tracked work items have a variety of structured attributes, including author, data, version, references (links), and so forth. We believe such structured data can be used to increase the recognition and classification quality. With access to the structured data, we plan to extend the work to analyze traceability relationships, such as contributions, evolution, and the interrelation between requirements and code.
